
DAVID FOSTER WALLACE 1997 COLLECTION OF ESSAYS

A Supposedly Fun Thing I'll Never Do Again: Essays and Arguments is a collection of nonfiction writing by David Foster
Wallace. In the title essay.

These vivid, hilarious essays attracted much attention when they were originally published, but they also made
Mr. Ticket to the Fair is Wallace at his most readable. Wallace's distinctive and infectious style, an acrobatic
cartwheeling between high intellectual discourse and vernacular insouciance, makes him tremendously
entertaining to read, whatever his subject. Lynch's significance to the budding artistic sensibility of the young
Mr. Compulsively analytical, he no sooner notices something -- the at first irritating ''bovine and herdlike''
movement of Midwestern fairgoers, for example -- than he's formulated a grand and quite credible theory
about it: ''the vacation-impulse in rural IL is manifested as a flight-toward. This manic observational faculty
never seems to shut off; even while cooling his heels in a dreary waiting room with several hundred other
cruise passengers, he's noting ''driven-looking corporate guys. The publication is closing in November so if
you want a copy, better be quick. Thus the urge physically to commune, melt, become part of a crowd. Not
reproduced in any of the interview collections above. Every sentence of the essay is solid gold, and you will
learn more about lobsters and life than you ever thought possible. You can find a clip and transcript on the
Charlie Rose website. Translation available at Electric Literature. Advertisement Read it here. Available from
nytimes. Everyone does it. Interview with Eduardo Lago Originally in Spanish. Western Humanities Review
41 Contains the uncollected short story Other Math, a three-pager about a boy named Joseph who believes
himself to be in love with his grandfather. Available at washingtonpost. Available at latimes. The New Yorker
December 14, Contains the uncollected short story All That, which was originally meant for The Pale King
but didn't make it into the published version. Hard to justify getting unless you're really committed to filling
out your collection. Available at jstor. The Last Interview and Other Conversations Lots of overlap with the
previous one but much shorter: of the six interviews in this book, only two are new compared to
Conversations above one with Dave Eggers, and one with Stacey Schmediel. You can probably find this
online. Wallace himself observes, it's easier to draft manifestoes than it is to fulfill them. I couldn't find a link,
sadly. Wallace takes a seven-day luxury cruise to the Caribbean. This issue also contains, as part of its page
DFW tribute, various excellent essays and interviews about him, and I would highly recommend getting a
copy if you're trying to complete your collection. Wallace offered anything more than a lot of energy and a
dazzling but heartless cleverness. Their website mentions that you can order back issues via email, and when I
contacted them I was told there is only? Apparently also published in Contemporary Literary Criticism Vol.
The most outright amusing pieces here are Mr. Wallace vulnerable to accusations, as a friend of mine put it, of
''sneering at ordinary people. Here are five nuggets of Wallace brilliance that you can read before The End of
the Tour comes out on July  I can't even find a photo of the cover. Periodicals Periodical publications literary
magazines, newspapers, etc containing a piece by DFW that isn't available elsewhere. Wallace's writing as
often as you might think, but he is open to accusations that he lacks discipline. A somber, great read, with little
moments like this: Mrs. Harper's Magazine August Contains the uncollected short story Rabbit Resurrected,
which is meant to be a parodic sequel to John Updike's Rabbit at Rest for a Harper's series called "To be
continued".


